The New Endeavour

Duple improper, double progression.

Music: 32 bar reels.

A1 1-4  Do-si-do neighbour.
        5-8  Swing neighbour, finishing in lines of four facing down.

A2 1-8  Lines lead down, tag the line*, return and bend the line into...

B1 1-4  Second couple half figure eight down, first couple cross over as soon
        as second couple are out of the way.
        5-8  Swing next neighbour.

B2 1-4  Half promenade.
        5-8  Half right and left through.

*Tag the line: Drop hands and turn to face the centre of the line, all pass through
with two dancers, turn to face up and join hands in the line.

The Endeavour was Captain James Cook’s ship, a replica of which is moored at Castlegate
Quay, Stockton-on-Tees.
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